Secondary structure calculations were performed using DSSP [1] . Strands and helices were selected based on residue sequences (n > 2) with strand (code is E or B) or helical (code is H or G) propensities. RMSD calculations were performed using VMD [2]. The structures were aligned using all Cα-atoms-with the alternative structure as the reference-prior to any RMSD comparisons between secondary structures regions.
Results
The overall trend shows that the Rosetta model is closer to the alternative crystal structure for almost every secondary structure element (this is certainly true for all secondary structure elements with larger differences between crystal structures). This result is particularly important because we did not explicitly remodel the majority of these regions when running the Rosetta predictions. Instead, the all-atom refinement stage (stage where these regions are allowed to move) moved these regions into alignment with the alternative crystal structure. Table S2 summarizes the RMSD differences between secondary structure regions for each protein (M = prediction, X A = alternative crystal structure, X S = starting crystal structure). Numbers highlighted in red are the regions where the predicted model was not closer to the alternative structure than the two crystal structures (only a handful of regions). In general, this situation occurs when the difference between the crystal structures is very small (< 0.7 Å). 
